LORD PRIVY SEAL AT LARGE
ing' the German Navy. It was all as Barthou had prophesied.
France's definitive answer to the British inquiries came
through at once. It was to the effect that there was now
nothing to answer. The German statement made it necessary
for France to break off negotiations, the basis of which Ger-
many had * by its own act destroyed *.
The British Government published this depressing
correspondence in the form, of a White Paper, adding
its own opinion that the British Memorandum of January
29, the raison d'etre of Eden's tour was still, subject to
certain reservations, acceptable to us. But what was to be
done?
During the next few weeks the Disarmament Committee
of the Cabinet held a number of anxious and lengthy meet-
ings. The agenda was, first, whether further effort should
be made to reconcile France and Germany, and, second, if
not, whether immediate steps should be taken to look to our
defences. In the absence of a clear declaration of policy,
rumour got busy. It was confidently spread about that there
was a serious divergence of view between Simon and Mac-
Donald on the first issue; while on the second issue of de-
fence they were supposed to be united as Socialist a.nd Radical
against the more militant claims of their Conservative
colleagues.
It is not easy to track down the opinions of two such com-
plex and reticent personalities as Ramsay MacDonald and
John Simon and to assert that at a given moment there was
this or that clear divergence of view between them. Simon
was precise and clear-minded—and could hide his meaning
at will; MacDonald was verbose and woolly and constitution-
ally unable to say what he meant. No more than a general
inference can be drawn, but perhaps it is fair to summarize
their difference as one of the methods by which Germany
was to be brought into the comity of nations. Simon had
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